ABSTRACT
Introduction
Ever since the first analyses on mobile phone data, individual indicators have been constructed to describe mobility patterns [1] , presence patterns [2] , aspects of social networks [3] or even personal characteristics [4] . Although originally used to explore the characteristics of large-scale datasets, several applications of mobile phone indicators have been developed over time. And this to a degree that real-time monitoring of socio-economic landscapes based on mobile phone indicators seems now plausible [5] , [6] .
One logical application of mobile phone indicators is to complement national statistics. As they capture behavior for large populations, the combination with census data (which typically offer contextual information) opens up exciting research opportunities. [6] , for example, investigate the relation between deprivation of the neighborhood and the diversity of individual mobility by pairing national statistics with mobile phone data of 20 million users in France. Apart from the obvious confrontation with official statistics, other applications integrate mobile phone indicators for a multitude of purposes. Mobility indicators, for instance, are used to segment users in epidemiological model [7] or to express their 'vulnerability' to wrongful home detection [8] . Indicators on calling behavior can be used to determine social influencers, to segment customers for marketing purposes [9] , to annotate social networks [10] , etc.. Here, our argument is that, despite many applications, important questions remain on how to evaluate the veracity of indicators produced from mobile phone data. Specifically, we focus on three different spatial aspects that influence uncertainty and error when creating or using mobile phone based indicators: spatial allocation, spatial delineation and special aggregation.
Spatial allocation
Often, individual mobile phone users have to be allocated in space in order to enable further analysis of indicators derived from their mobile phone use. Typically, such allocation happens by means of home detection algorithms that incur the most plausible cell-tower to cover a user's home location based on rather simple heuristics (e.g. maximum activities during nighttime). Until now, little work has been done to assess and compare the performance of different heuristics as good validation datasets are hard to find (a.o. because of large population size, differences in cover grids with census, etc.). As a consequence, it is difficult to evaluate the uncertainty for allocating users, and thus indicators, to geographical areas [8] .
To address the spatial allocation problem, in [8] we investigated the performance of five simple heuristics for home detection on a French CDR dataset. We applied each heuristic to almost 120 million mobility traces derived from one month of mobile phone data and compared results between them. Additionally, we collaborated with the French National Statistics Office (INSEE) to create a validation dataset describing the French population at the spatial resolution on the cell-tower grid provided by the operator. This allowed us to compare full population numbers with estimated population based on mobile phone data and thus assess performance of the different algorithms both in time as in space (figure 1). 
Spatial delineation
Uneven delineations of space are a second problem when pursuing analysis with mobile phone indicators. Cell-tower cover areas, for example, typically have different boundaries compared to administrative regions, resulting in translation and comparisons problems. Uneven spatial delineations also exist between cell-tower cover areas. Cell-tower density in high population density areas, for instance, is typically higher, resulting in smaller cover areas compared to lower population density areas. Logically, this is directly relevant for population density estimations [11] , the creation of mobility indicators [12] , or parameter estimation in statistical analysis (e.g. urban scaling laws [13] ).
In [12] we address the spatial delineation problem by assessing its effect on the creation of one mobility indicator from mobile phone data. As illustrated in figure 3 (a) , we unveiled the calculation of mobility entropy (as proposed in [1] , [6] ) to be dependent on the density of cell-towers and thus the spatial delineation of cell-tower cover areas. To counter this, we propose a correction of the mobility entropy indicator. Application to a French CDR dataset learns that our proposed Corrected Mobility Entropy is less dependent on cell-tower densities and exhibits a different spatial pattern. We find suburban areas of large cities to depict the highest diversity of movement, compared to city centers for the standard mobility entropy (figure 3 (b) and (c)), as well as a clear decrease in mobility entropy with city size. 
Spatial aggregation
A third problem consists in the spatial aggregation of mobile phone indicators. Although related to the spatial delineation problem, with spatial aggregation we do not mean by which spatial delineation one aggregates. Rather we wonder how the properties of indicators change when aggregating to another spatial level. This is especially relevant for mobile phone based indicators as the choice of scale will imply unintended selective filtering (e.g. highly active persons, communities), a change in representativeness of population (e.g. unequal market shares for single operators between city and rural areas), a change in human behavior (e.g. short-distance vs. long-distance trips) and infrastructural context (e.g. transport infrastructure); all of which are typically unaddressed in studies using mobile phone data. [12] . Distinct days home detection is also used in figure 1 and described in [8] . 
Roadmap
Ultimately, we recognize that procedures to create mobile phone based indicators are being institutionalized in, at least, two ways. On the one hand, there is published research and the development of open source software packages like, for example, the python toolbox bandicoot [14] . Such packages allow researchers to easily calculate indicators but their recurrent use might eventually lead to illconsidered applications being legitimized by the toolbox instead of the specific nature of the research case. In this perspective, it's a bit uncanny that current open-source packages offer little consideration to the assessment of uncertainty or error and, as a consequence, to potentially wrongful deployment or interpretation.
On the other hand, national statistic offices are putting considerable efforts to investigate the usability of mobile phone indicators within national statistics. Here, extensive validation of mobile phone indicators is the norm, given that, when ensured by the office, they will directly inform policy decisions. The problem, however, is that the requirements, procedures and measures used to validate and publish official statistics are not (yet) adapted to the nature of current big data sets, including mobile phone data. The assessment of veracity of mobile phone data hence becomes a matter of re-invention of the national statistics services, which likely will take several years before being fully operational.
Within this context, we believe it is necessary for future work to investigate, or at least openly communicate on, the different forms of uncertainties and errors that occur because of spatial allocation, spatial delineation, and/or spatial aggregation. Table 2 offers a more specific roadmap for actions that can be taken in the short and long term to prevent naïve application of mobile phone based indicators. 
